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NEH stresses humanities Go-directly to jail

• • •
taking history._ Nearly 45 percent of
universities do not require students to
take English or American Literature,
College Press Service
while 62 percent do not require phi(CPS)- Do you know ·~hen Christolosophy and 77 percent require no
pher Col~mbus discovered America?
foreign language.
When the Civil War was fought? What
"A college should be more
the Magna Carta did? If not, you are
,.thari just a technical kind of training,"
riot alone. A recent Gallup Pole survey
said James Kilroy, dean of the English was conducted to test the kno~ledge of department at Tulane University.
college seniors in the areas of historv
Others contend that a core curriculum
and literature. Of the approximately
would hinder the student's freedom to
700 stud_ents polled, 55 percent would
explore what a school has to offer by
have failed, and 20 percent would have
locking them into required classes. Still
received a "D." These figures came
. others see a body of common knowlfrom the National Endowment for the
edge as important but prefer it be
Humanities (NEH), which authorized
ta~~ht in high school.
this· survey.
Currently there is a committee
In their pamphlet '.'50 Hours,"
reevaluating the core curriculum at
the NEH called for drastic change in
Xavier; The committee has received
American universities. "We mustbe
the information from the NEH, but has
concerned with the'English.major who,
yettoformally address their findings.
has no'concept of physics, as well as
The Rev. John LaRocca, S.J, a history
the engineer who graduates without
·instructor and committee member,
photo by Michele Sulka
taking a history course," said Lynn
said, "The liberal arts have indeed been
Cheney, chair of the NEK The NEH is, neglected in our nation's universities,
• •. • · ·. _ .. ·... · • . ·.· .. · ·..
.
.. ·.. ·
·. ·
•·
. t_herefore, c~lling for all college stu~,, C'.:,"., ,, .~ns!J.~JJ.PP.Q,rt~#;.:J~fjµl.!2f HJ~n'.;::.,:"~·;;'<o;;. ,,;)rLan~effort to raise campus:a~ar:eness,ofworldwide;prisoners a/ ~onscience,·-~Y.avier 's
By Tim Coyne
The Xavier Newswire

d() not. ass· o·n· Am n·esty· Int' I
p"

. .

·······ctents~t~.5~D:\P1~-~~,~~,.:i;eciit-.~.QHrn~iii;.~!1:~;·,?:;;~!<>Bn~~?!~~:la.,yJe,r~cfim~ir.tf§i.ef~~ts1J;· ;'~t4~fJi'er'~f:1:4?iln~sr§:;t~lef~~iio'ii"iii1~1~i~'i"a_,_17taciCaPresi··_;11"8ilie'r:"lh·g~tJ'ffl!tf/J1e)to~'dflttr'.i.' 'f'f·"
humanities. That is 25 credit hours· .. ··· · ·· to set forth a first draffof a core cur'.'···~- ··: · letters to the.gaoernments of Iraq and Sri Lanka to help free such prisoners. Louis
short of the core curriculum required to riculum as early as Jan:, 1990. Acford-·
Peters; freshman, was iire vidm of the arrest. Hehtid to remain in ''iai/" unti/150

graduate from Xavier. College Press
Service reported that four out of every
10 college students graduate without

letters were signed by students and faculty.
·
·

ing.to committee members, the goal of
the curriculum is to produce students
with a strong liberal arts background.

·

Col'll-mittee addresses race relations
'

"

.

.

- .

'

.

·,

comfortable for minorities."
After conducting the
survey, it became apparent to
the committee that there was a
need for action towards
~reating a Cultural Activities
course. The committee got
. together and developed a
format for a' course, and will
. prop0se its idea to the Core
Curriculum Committee on
Nov. 16.
The main goal for the
1989-9() academic year, accordthe committee to take action.
ing to Jantzen, includes .taking
The Minority Student Conlast year's research and using
cerns Committee presented its
it to get some solid programresults to Xavier's Executive
ming and to get students and
Council.
faculty of all races "talking .
The committee also
face to face about cultural
created the University Cultural diversity." Jantzen said one
Diversity Award to recognize
way to do this is by using the
administrators, faculty, staff.
film, "Ethics Notions" as a disand students for their contricussion topic. The film deals
butions towards improved
with the understanding of
cultural understanding at
prejudice.
Xavier. The committee sees
"All students, minorithe award as a chance to
ties and non-minorities, are enmotivate students and faculty
couraged to let their concerns
to "open their hearts and make be known through committee
Xavier's atmosphere more
members," Jantzen said.

By John_ Lovell
The Xavier Newswire.
. Does Xavier University offer a climate completely
·conducive to the success of
·minority students?·The
existence of the Minority
Student Concerns Committee,
headed by Jan Jantzen, dean of ·
· , · Enrollment Seivices, would
indicate '.'no.'! As dean,
Jantzen's main objective is to ·
llhelp·recniit and retain
solutions and since it shut
students for Xavier Univer-·
down at the end'of each
sity." This coincides with the . academiC year; there was no
goals of the committee,
·follow through into the next
because minorities cannot be
term. DiUlio addressed the
successfully retained if they
need by forming the.Minority
are "uncomfortable about the · Student Concerns Committee
environment in which they
in 1986, and subsequently ·
live."
appointed Jantzen·as chair of
The committee was
the committee: ·
formed by the Rev. Albert J.
The committee
DiUlio, S;J., president of -the
·· includes students and faculty
university.· Before his arrival; •. and it puts emphasis on ·.
a Black Student Task Force . .. c.l.t~nging'attitud~· and atmos~ •·
was formed annually to deal . ·· pJlere. Jantzen describes the
With current problems. The
organization as ~'hard workgroup focused on immediate
ing, energetic and very solu:
• ..

~

•• -

•• ,·

• • • • • • ..

~ ~

tion-oriented. This is not a
committee that meets and puts
it on its resume," he said.
Among last year's ·
projects, the committee conducted a survey of all minority
students regarding race .
relations on campus. Of the
respondents, 9() percent see the
need for more black faculty, 55
. percent think Xavier needs a
required course on black/
ethnic rulture and 30 percent
· feel social. isolation because of
their race.
Jantzen saw the results
as a realistic opportunity f~r
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Spotlight on Brand X

Students broadcast own brand of videos
By Paola Cappellari
The Xavier Newswire
Did you know that
every Friday night, "Brand X"
premiers? "Brand X" is a
weekly two hour music
program produced at Xavier's
television studio. The show,
modeled after M1V, airs on
both Wamer-Amex and Public
Access cables, and can be seen
in the greater Cincinnati area
as well as at Miami University
in Oxford, Ohio.
The music selection is,
for the most part, alternative,
but has special blocks reserved
for heavy metal and hard rock.
The studio carries a selection
of 250 videos, and because
Brand X is a non-profit organization, it is able to receive free
videos from production
companies.
In between videos,
video jockeys (VJs) talk about
bands, rock news and general
information about Cincinnati.
Julie Smith, one of the student
directors and VJs, said, 'We
sometimes use skits between
the videos or short 'shoots'
taken from the television
directing class." These shoots
are made completely by

.

book Zarathustra. I'll be
dealing with his treatment of
Christian Platonism and then
enlightenment of humanism.
I'll show what it means to go
beyond modem philosophy."

By Kathy Oshel
The XavierNewswire

photo by Michele Sulka

Chris Gilligan and Mark Houser, two of Brand X's V/s.
Templeton's immediate goals
are "to establish a finite cast
that the audience can identify
with," and to film a "remote
[out of the studio] show."
"Brand X" is taped
every Monday from 2:30-5
p.m. at the newly remodeled
T.V. Studio, located in Brockman Hall. Each show is
broadcast at 9:30 p.m., Fridays,
at 4 p.m., Sundays and at 9
p.m., Wednesdays.

students and serve as lead-ins
to the videos. According
tosophomore Kathryn Cleary,
producers are in the process of
asking local bands to do
"promotional spots" to air
between videos.
Last year, Brand X's
first, there were 12 VJs. This
year, Gary Templeton, coordinator and producer, said he
would like to cast smaller,
perhaps using only 8 VJs.

ervice America proudly announces the opening of . ..

Derrida, Nietzche and
Kierkegaard are philosoP,hers
whose names elicit vanous
"Derrida's Postemotions, ranging from fear
Modem
Metaphysics" will be
and confusion to comfort and
Goicoechea's
topic of discusenlightenment. Dr. David L.
sion
tomorrow
during his 3:00
Goicoechea, associate profesp.m.
lecture
in
the
Terrace
sor of philosophy at Brock
Room
of
the
University
University, Onta~o, Canada, is
Center. This lecture is free and
coming to campus to offer his
open
to the public. "I'll be
explanations on these complex
dealing
with moral authority
philosophers.
in
literature
and how he
Goicoechea received
[Derrida]
deals
with what
his B.A. in philosophy at the
authority
was
for
Plato and
St. Thomas Seminary in
what
sort
of
authority
he
Seattle, Wa. He went on to get
[Plato]
thought
it
[moral
his M.A. and Ph.D. at Loyola
University in Chicago. He has authority] had."
published numerous articles
From 2:30-4:30 p.m.
and papers dealing with
Friday, in the Conference
Room in Hinkle Hall, ·
philosophers such as Derrida,
Nietzche and Kierkegaard.
Goicoechea will present his
Goicoechea will be
paper "Kierkegaard's Postlecturing to Dr. Steven
Modem Approach to ReligNeeley's Scholars seminar
ion" to the Philosophy Departtomorrow at 8:30 a.m. He is
ment. Goicoechea said that he
going to discuss his paper,
plans to "talk about
"Nietzche's Post-Modem
Kierkagaard's book Fear and
Ethics." According to
Trembling and say what he
Goicoechea, he will be speak(Kierkegaard) thinks Christiing especially about Nietzche's anity means today."

BSA funds scholarship
By Jennifer Burke
The Xavier Newswire
The Black Student
Association (BSA) will be
holding a fundraiser in honor
of the Antonio Johnson
scholarship fund. At Faces
Night Club from 5-9 p.m. Fri.
at 5541 Montgomery Road, a
free food buffet and cash bar
will be offered with a one
dollar donation.

A full service convenience store serving the
Xavier community

745-4982
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Antonio Johnson was
a individual who displayed
many of the same characteristics as Martin Luther King ,Jr.
He was one of the originators
of the BSA, developed because
there were no scholarships
available for black students in
the 1970's at Xavier. Inspired
by a vision of black unity and
a desire to promote educational opportunities for blacks,
Johnson developed the idea of
a scholarship for a black
student. Although he was
stricken with cancer, Johnson
continued his efforts, but died
before he could see his vision.
of the scholarship materialize
in 1974.
.
. . .Tue [!cholarship is

:.: :.:.::.:~ :::.'. ~ ,.,. ..

J

given each year to a student in
their senior year who displayed excellence in academics
in their junior year. This
student is usually an active
member of BSA who shows
. the characteristics which
Johnson lived by.
This is the sixteenth
year for the scholarship,
established by Kenneth
Blackwell, Beverly Pryor and
Bernard Young along with
Johnson. At the fundraiser,
students will have the chance
to interact with local celebrities. These will include
various members of the
Bengals, the Deale, Miss Black
Cincinnati and possibly
Midnight Star. The sponsor of
the fundraiser is WBLZ, who
will provide music and
advertising, DTELS, Parker's
Beauty Supply, Desmond
Pontiac, Earbles and Such,
Goodies and Alex's.
The fund raiser is from 59 p.m. and tickets are one dollar,
purchased in advance, at the
Down Under or any of the
sponsor's workplaces. Tickets are
two dollars at the door and raffles
will take place for various gift
certificates at Krogers, Thriftway
· · a~d Clifton Common 0~11.
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.XElvier - thc:ao~ you for your
concern arng· $Ltpport.
- The Lincl family
:·:·.: ... •
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Senate Memos and Minutes
By Ken Hartlage
Tlie Xavier Newswire

Senate hopes to eliminate worker noise from
classrooms

The Senate statement, one of
two this year, was written by
Senator Phil Sum me, and
unanimously approved by the
senate on Monday.

Student run professor
evaluations being organized

A statement encouraging Xavier's maintenance
crews and operators of other
Among Senate's long
loud machinery to work away · term plans this year exists a
frol!l classrooms when classes
plan to run their own student
are in session was approved.
professor evaluations. The

A·C

T

evaluations will be condensed
and made available to students
in order to assist in class and
professor selection. Senator
Andy Weisenburger is directing the project's development.

Open forum planned
Senate's community
relations committee will have
a forum for students to discuss
concerns regarding the Xavier
community. The program will
be at 7 p.m., Nov. 28.

O·R

A· U·D· I ·T· I· O· N·S
Walt Disney World• Resort Is casting actors to 1111 ongoing positions at
EPCOT• Center, Dl~ney:MGM Studios Theme Park, and Pleasure Island.
All roles are comedic and cover a wide range of stage, street and festival
type performance. Actors who have a comic flalr, create· unique characterizations, and have extensive stage and/or street theater experience are
encouraged to attend.
Positions are full-time employment (one year-contract) beginning spring
1990. Rehearsals are paid at full salary. Relocation assistance, health and
dental benefits, paid vacations and sick days are part of the benefit
package.
Applicants must beat least age 18. Available roles for all ages over 18. Bring
non-returnable photo and resume. Prepare a one-minute comic monologue to best dlsplay your comic flalr with upbeat material.
AudHlon Is open call. No appointment necessary. Due to time restraints,
registration may be llmtted.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
IATURDAY,NOVEMBER11
REGISTRATION: t AM
C11rlon Halll

1'1 W11t Ith ltrHt
Ivory Room A
Cellbecll November 12
If you have questions, call Walt Disney World Auditions at 407/345-5701
Monday through Friday, 10 am-4 pm (Eastern Time). Please do not call
audition lite.

v~~WorldCo.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
c 11ir Walt Dbnry Company

396-7400
America's premier theme
park in Williamsburg,
Audition Date:
Va. is conducting auditions for over 250 singers,
COLUMBUS
dancers, musicians, ·
OHIO
variety artists, actors,
technicians, and superThursday
visors. You could be
Novembe~9,
1989
part of the magic that
12:00noon-3:00p.m.
truly makes Busch
Gardens an entertainOhio State University
ment "experience."
. . Hughes Auditorium
So get your act
together and
'shine' at our
1990 auditions.
Auditions: 1 to
11h mins. For
additional information call
1-800-253-3302

DuscH

~-

. An Affinnative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/H

.

3915 Montgomery

.._-----r----------------

T 010" ORIGINAL
CHEESE PIZZAS

Get two 10" original cheese
pizzas for just $6.99.
Coupon required. Valid at participating locations only.
Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Not valid on
Domino's Pan Pizza.
Offer expires: December 13, 1989.

TWO 10" ORIGINAL
DELUXE PIZZAS

Pizzas for just 10.99.
Toppings Include: pepperoni, Husage,
mushrooms, green peppers and onions.
Coupo~ required. Valid at participating locatioo~ only.
Not ~air~ with a~y other coupon or offer. Not valid on
Dominos .Pan Pizza.
Offer expires: December 13, 1989.

-----------------L-----~---------~
©1989 Domino's Pizza. Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery area limited to ensure sale driving.
Sales tax additional where applicable. PART TIME AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE!

.

'
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Clarification needed·
from ·Odm inistration
By M.H. Clopton

The Xavier Newswire
How many encounters with security put Y<?U on
probation? What are grounds for suspension or expulsion
from the university? Who·makes the final decision, based on
what precedents or written guidelines?
The answers to these questions can be found in what
is nof written in the Student Handbook, commonly referred
to as the calendar (the placement of which indicate.s the
degree of seriousness the administration attributes to inform·
ing the students of their rights) .. ·
The handbook outlines disciplinary authority as
follows: "Disciplinary processes are administered through
one of two levels of authority: the professional staff members
within Residence Life, who administer discipline for inci~
dents in the residence halls or involving residence stµdents;
and the Associate Vice President for Student Develqpment,
who administers all discipline for all other areas of campus."
Seems clear enough. But this statement is followed
by : "In cases where qu:estions arise regarding origiria,l
.
jurisdiction, the Associate Vice President should determine
who will administer the discipline."
Why is this clause thrown on? It is typical of the rest
of the outline regarding discipline. A very clear statement is
followed by a catch all statement, giving ultimate authority to
the Associate Vice President. The statement of student ·
violatfons is aiso followed by a clause, "In the event that ~
there arises some ambiguity, inconsistency, or need for
clarification in this statement, such definition, interpretation,
or clarification shall be determined m the sole discretion of
the Vice President for StUdt?nt Development or his/her designate, and his/her determination in such instances shall be
final." Beside being poorly written, this outline of student .
rights is unclear, and it allows the two above mentioned
admi.nistrators to do whatever they deem appropriate in any
given situation, without an avenue of recourse for a student
who believes she/he is being treated unjustly. There is no
written guideline for these administratorstoJollow, and no
explicit statement exists regulating the violations of the
incomplete Code of Conduct. l don't know about you, but I
would like to know what lam not allowed to do, and the ·
punishment that will be incurred if I do decide to commit a
violation of an unwritte·n rule.
·

The Xavier Newswire
_;_W_i_r_e_S..:...J_a_f_f_

The Xavier Newswire is published _ _Ni_._e_W_;_·
_s_·
weekly throughout the school year, except .Editor in chief_ Brian Sullivan
during vacation and exams, by the students
·
.
of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Park- General Manager-· Kent George
way, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
Managing editor- M.H. Cloptori
The statements and opinions of The .Business Manager David
XavierNewswire arenotneccssarilythose
S be
h
of the student body. f acuity oradministra. tu nrauc
ti on of Xavier. Statements and opinions of Office Manager - Maria Lovell
columnists do not necessarily reflect those
of the editors.
Subscription rates are $15.'.00/ycar
within the USA. Subscription· inquiries
should be directed to David StubCnrauch,
Business Manager (513-745-3561). ·Advertising inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Maguire, Sales Manager (513-7 4·5_
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should also be directed fo Mr. Maguire.
Reprinting of anii:lcs orcanoons without the permission of the author and/orTlie
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Entered as third class matter at the
U.S. PostOfficc under permit number 1275.
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II~ ;G-llTWING-. ~blCULOUS
Ad limits based on discrimination·
.

.

Despite what most.
students think, the idea of
limiting advertising is not such
a revolu.tionary idea. ln the ·
1960's and 70's.smokmg ·
cigarettes was considered the
"social ill''. of the time. Limiting of ciga;ette advertisements, coupled with an
.
educational program about the
dangers of smoking, proved to
be quite successful.
.
The problem with the
Surgeon General's suggestion
is that it is limiting the effecfs
of alcohol tocit.izens aged 18~
21 ... Alcohol consumption isa
societal ill; nota problem . '

.

.

'

-

.

.

.

.

. .·

'

which exists only at universities. What if we toldthe
·.
National Football League that ,
· it ~ould no longer have alcohol· ·.
advertisements durfng the
games?· There would be a lot
. more discussion,.about the
restriction of constitutional
rights.
So why is this legisla. tion sliding so easily through
ou·r Congress? A lot of the · ..
. problem is the "quick fix" ·
attitudes of citizens aged 21 +.
It is easier to wipe·out one age
. group of citizens and appear
itrimediately victorious in the
battle against alcoholism. T.he

. .

.

..

. .

-

.

.

sooner citizens aged 21 +
realize that this problem is
their.problem, not ou: prob- ·
lem, .the sooner we will be able
to realize the goal of moderaHon.
· The only possible ·
benefit of the proposed ..
legislation is that itwill wake ..
up citizens to the '
age-discrimination of both the·
drinking age and this newly
proposedlegislation. The·
age-discrimination is what is
reqlly unconstitutional.

- Susan Menkhaus

RE>sponse to CA'S is mi.nirnCJI
-

.

,

·.'

.'

. The Commuter Assistants Program was developed
with very good iritention~ btit
· so far.has not been as effective
as had been expected~ At the
.. last Commuter Assistant(CA)
meeting some of the problems
that,have been encountered ..
thus far this year and some
modifications that could bring·
an improvement to riextyear's
program were discussed. The
biggest problem seems to be
little to no i::esponse to programmed even.ts. According
to Sylvia Bessegato, advisor for
the CA program, many RA's
experience this same problem
with residents each year.
Sylvia discussed the possibility
of a.programming survey.to
fin~ out what types of events ·

.

.

.

- .·

., :- .

..

-

commuters would consider
groups .will help integrate
most interesting .. Another
commuters from all locations
suggestion to improve com-.
around the city and will shift
muter attendance at events
the focus to indude upper
programmed by CAs was that . class commuters aswell as
CAs might program·anevents
freshmen· and transfer comtogether next year, instead of
muters. It is hopeful thatthe
each CA arranging various·
eliminationof the groups will
events separately ..
also create a better response to
One facet of the
programmed.events !'Ind more
program, "Commuter
. involvement on the parfof the
Groups,''. will probably be
· body of commuter students as
. discarded next year. This year ·a whole.·
each CA wasassigned a group
This year has been
of commuters that were from
somewhat experimental, but
the same general vacinity.
that is typical of any. new
One problem with the groups ·. · program. It needs a little·
that were formed this year was .·improvement, but the CA
that they wereHinited to
program is a great concept and
freshmen and transfer comshould continue.
··
muters
the groups would be ·
- Eric lnvin .
manageable. Eliminating the
.Commuter Assistant

so
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Trade deficitis questioriable as real problem
Much of the debate surrounding the trade deficit is
well intentioned but misin~ .
formed. This is not just
another obscure national
policy issue. Rather, it hits
close to home.
. The percent of exportdependent manufacturing jobs
in Ohio exceeds tl1e national
average by a·significant.
amount(12.6% vs: 11 %). That
margin is even greater in
Southwestern Ohio which is
one of the strongest ~xporting
areas in the country. Make no
mistake abOut it; the conse:qtierices of protectionist
policies or a trade war would
hit us hard.
Our country's large
trade deficit does not·mean ·
that JJ.S. business has lost its
competitiveness, and it does
not stem from unfair trade
practices abroad. The trade
deficit indicates that we are
consuming more than we are
producing.·· It is also indicative
of the fundamental problem,

namely, that we, as a country,
capital, we must pay foriegn
save too little:
investors a premium in the
Nafionalsaving consists of
form of higher interest. This
private savings (what indimakes U.S. assets (Treasury
viduals save from their
bills as well as private investincomes and businesses retain
ments) more attractive, and
from their earnings) and
causes foriegn capital to flow
public savings (what govern~
our way.
ment"saves"). Because the
· This foriegn capital cuts
federal government has been
both ways. On the one hand,
running huge deficits, public
it contributes 'to our capital
savings has been negative.
stock, and that's good; this
Private saving, though posigenerates jobs and also the
tive, is nevertheless very low
wherewithall to repay the
compared with other
loans. On the other hand, it
highly-developed economies,
means that repayments of
and low compared with our
these loans will eventually go
own historical record.
back to where they came from.
In recent years, our savings
Gone are the days when we
has been.inadequate to finance .owed our debt to ourselves.
domestic investements. Rather The upshot is that our future
than cut our consumption,
standard of living will be
we've borrowed the difference lower than it otherwise would
from abroad.
be.
The long and the short of it
To buy U.S. assets, foriegnis that we borrow foriegn
ers need dollars, and the only
capital to maintain our rate _of
way they can get dollars is to
domestic ·investement and
earn them by selling (exportfinance our spending habits.
ing) their g~ds and services
In order to attract this foriegn
to u.s. If we restrict foriegn

investment, we would have to
raise the money we now get
from abroad domestically.
This would make interest rates
shoot up which could cause a
recession. Such a policy could
also trigger a trade war,
meaning more jobs lost.
Keep in mind that foriegners need dollars not only to
buy U.S. financial or business
assets. They also need dollars
to buy American - produced
goods and services- our
exports. Protectionism prevents foreigners from earning
dollars that they must have in
order to buy our exports.
To be sure, a freer trading
environment and higher
productivity allocates resources more efficiently and
raises living standards. Those
goals are well worth pursuing,
but their achievement will not
bring down our trade deficit.
Opening up foreign markets to
American exports will not
increase the total value of
American exports. Neither

will increases in American
poroductivity. The reason is
simple - foreigners only have
so many dollars to spend.
The trade deficit will only
come down when we address
the fundamental problem of
our low national saving.
Given our disappointing
historical experience with
public policies intended to
raise private saving, the best
hope we have for increasing
national saving lies in slashing
the budget deficit.
It's easy for politicians to
rail against the trade deficit.
Doing so provides them with
political cover. It also inflames
protectionist sentiment that is
risky to our well being. The
time to stop blaming others is
over. If we want to lower the
trade deficit, we have to get
our own house in order.
::.. Congressman Bill Gradison
U.S. House of Representatives

Dick and

o~n,g:
·A StUdentGover_nment commentand opinion column
By Renee' A. Zucchero
Senator

membership was opened to
men and women. Members
must embody the qualities of
When faced with the service, scholarship, and
reality of choosing a senate
leadership.· Candidates for
Mortar Board must be at least
project, I, like my peers, was
overwhelmed. There were
·in_ their junioryear, .and in the
. many areas I saw that n~eded uppEi 35 percent oltheir class
change; as well as improve~. · or have a B average; whichever
· is higher. ' ·
· ment One of these areas is
community service. I also
~e recognifion of
saw the need for recognition
excellence and award of
. of individual achievement
membership should result in
among the student populathe respcirisibilityJor construe' tion. Finally, through several tive group service. This .
brainsforining sessions and
service maytake a nuplber of
meetings, my senate project
forms~ and varies from chapter
was formed. I would like to
to chapter:· Most chapters·
see a chapter of an organiza- ·· · honor. s~holarship, through
tion called Mortar Board esscholarships orthrotigh some
tablished at Xavier.
other type of scholastic award.
'What is Mortar
In order for a chapter to~Board?" you ask. Mortar
come nationally affiliated, a
Boara is a national senior
local honor society, with
honor society composed of .
premises similar to those of
members who have distinMortar Board, must have been
·guished themselves, and will in existence for at least five
continue their excellerice
years, and meet the basic
through the·end of their
requirements outlined by
senior year. Mortar Board
Mortar Boatd. The N!itional
was founded in 1918 as the
. Council of Mortar Board
first, and only, senior hon.or
would then consider the
society for women. In 1975,
application.

photo by Michele Sulka

Renee· Zucchero
Now that you know
a little about Mortar Board,
what do yoll think? Do we
.. need such an organization at
Xavier? If so, what would .it ·
do? I would like to hear
what your reply to these
·questions would be. I would
also like to know if you are
interested in serving on a
st~ring committee for the
formation of a local chapter
of Mortar Board. I may be
reached through my mailbox
· in Student Development or
by phone.at 745-~560
(Student Government). ·

smau

talk 1n China
Richard Nixon's recent
visit to. China was described
as a "no holds barred" exchange between Deng Xiao
Ping and the former president.
Imagine the hard-hitting
dialoque. We .have the great
American symbol of democracy Dick, and in the other
corner the foe of freedom,
hater of journalists, crusher of
student protesters, Deng. I
suppose the conversation may
have gone like this ...
"So Deng, exactly how did
you get those student protestors off your back?"
'Well Dick, a couple of.
tanks do1Nn the avenue, and
they started to scatter." ,
·"And the journalists? You
seemed to have them under
control."
''That was a little more
difficult. We had a couple
beaten up, and the others
were confined to their hotels.
We encouraged them to leave,
· strictly for their own protection."
"Also there were leaks to
the press, members of your
own administration. What
about those men?"

"They are currently contemplating their mistakes in the
unemployment line. My
current staff is very loyal and
supportive."
"Gosh Deng, you really
shouldn't have come down so
hard. Your country needs
.reforms, free press and new
blood in the administration."
"And what would you have
done differently, Dick.?"
This step in re-establishing
relations was a private one
made by former president
· Nixon. What has China done
to show good faith? They.have
recently court marshalled
members of the student
protest, and started mandatory
re-education for other students.
They have imprisoned other
dissidents and pulled back on
scheduled reforms. Yes, after a
summer of hope, there is the
great leap backward. China
will have to come asking for
our doors to open. We must
show the other struggling
countries of the world we
support their steps toward
freedom and frown upon
attempts to cru~h democracy,
- Crystina Kowalczyk
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Macintosh® computers·have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh S~e . .
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars ona variety .
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherrus.. .
.
. · ·
. So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more.of a computer.
Without spending a lot mor~ money.
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Kimbrough breaks-in with the Detroit Pistons
By Chris Meyer
· ':
The Xavier Newswire
--------__;;.···~,._,.., . _ In_ one of the happiest
. moments of his life, former
. Xavier star Stan Kimbrough,
now a Detroit Piston, was not
out celebrating after the
Detroit Pistons announced. that
he woulcfremain on the team,
but was alone in his r~om
making phone calls to his
friends at Xavier.
Last Wedriesday, just
before practice, Kimbrough
heard that all of his hard work
finally paid off; he had made
the Pistons' squad and will be
able to help.them defend their
NBA title.
Kimbrough survived
the cuts since this past summer
when he went to a training
camp in San Diego and

watched his friends slowly get to Coach Pete Gillen and his
cut, including his roommate
. assistant coaches. "Coach
from training camp, Lorenzo
Gillen was very happy for me~"
Sutton, from the.University of
Kimbrough said. "He was
· Massachu- · ·
'
great. He just
setts.
- kept encourag·
"It
ing me throughfeels good to
out camp."
be a Piston, "
One of
Kimbrough
Kimbrough's
said. "The
former te'amguys (Pistons)
mates summed
congratulated ,•·
up Kimbrough's
me and made
accomplishment
me feel a part
perfectly. "Inof the team.
credible, "said
The only
Xavier guard/
thing I
forward Colin
wanted to do
Parker. "Stan's
Wednesday
.
an extremely
Stan Kimbrough
hard worker,
night was to
· go to my room and just call my and he's tough."
friends."
. Kimbrough is playing
His first few calls went under a contract that is not
guaranteed, but it.will become

The address is: Sta11 Kimbrough,
c/o Detroit Pistons, 3777 Lapeer
Rd., Auburn Hills, Ml 49057.

By Steve Franchi
The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier rifle
team's season is now well
under way and if the.first
three matches are any
indication, future opponents
beware! The Muskie
shooters started their season
with a remarkable performance, outdistancing their
opposition by more than 1()()
point.s while setting a new
combined team searing
·record in the process. On
October 21, the team contin- ·
ued to build on its success
by upending what coach
: Alan Joseph called a "surprisingly strong'' Ohio State
team. ·
. · Their next opponent
· was the highly ranked
NavalAcademy. ·aver that
weekend, the team traveled
to Annapolis, Maryland to
~ake onwhat many have
considered a favorite to
· challenge·for the national
championship this season.
They leftAnnapolis "quite
please~,'' according to coach
Joseph, although they lost.
The margin of defeat was
but a slim 20 points.
In di~ssing his
team's possible shortcom-

Meet the men's and women's
bas~etball teams at practice and
·scrimm~ge. Slammln' and Jammin'!
JfhmJr 0.11 N OJV

c.. 911

5~415 Scchmft(!Jl ~ JFice~dhOJm~~

;,~
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Women's soceer•Sefgoa1s~for •. l~90.

at the St .. Louis Budweiser .· · _;of its pi:ogress:,.1'he ~ean.-t
. are "to win·the game;·and to get
By Meghan Eitz
Tournament. However, Fron- · 'moved up·from an'eighth
. as many playel'!j in the game as
·The Xavier Newswire
dorf is optimistic about his
·place ranking toa seventh
possible"~
·
returning players and the .
·place ranking in the last two,
Through off-season
The Xavier women's
week~ of the season. . . . .• .
training, emphasis is placed ·on
possibilities of new recruits to
soccer team ended its season_
improve the tea~. ·
.·
.
· Frondorf attri~tes the . skill~ an4 t~c~ics;. T\\'C> h01lr. ·
with an overall winning
According to Fron;.
team's success to playing more sessions of indoor soccer twice
record of 9-5-2. Preparations
dorf, the team's overall level of competitive teams.each year,
a week and scrimmage games
for next year are already under play has improved each year.
such as Quincy College (Ill.),
are de.signed to keep the
way.
Part of this, he feels, is because who was ranked number 12 in players active and united as a
The team is now faced "they have the maturity to be
the nation; Xavier defeated , team.
·
with the loss of four graduatable to take ~he adversity in
Quincy, ~·at the Budweiser . .
·Missey Moorman is
ing players: Lennie Ricotta,
knowing they're behind in a .
Tournament. .
·
looking forward to next year.
Renee Peter, Amy Finke and
game and. saying, 'we CAN
.
Next season; Frondorf She said, "we have the potential
Julie Eimerrnacher. Coach Bert come back and win."' ·
will continue to apply his team and all the makings of being a .
Frondorf thinkS it will be
While the team has
philosophy; "we have 11
great Division I tearri; however,
especially difficult to find a
only been ranked regionally . · people that play on the field-11 · we ]leedmorediscipline and
player like Eimermacher, who . for the past two years, its
offensive players, and 11 · .
motivation to play at the level
was voted te> the All-Star team recent ranking is an indication defensive players." His goals
where we belong." ·· · ,

'"I may.bean art 111aj0r,

butlknow ... ·
· alitt1~ something. ·

·. abol.lt·economics." ·
·'

.·

.

.,.

.

.

.

You've done your homework. You know where the
.. best values are: Youalso ..
knowthatwithA'I&T,itcosts
, ~ less thari most.p6:>ple think
;!·· t() sr_ay in toucQ w~tp, you_r >
:<: :fanuly and friends .. : : : ·
" :•. ·. In fact, you can ffiake a ·
'"'flO:.minute' coast-to~a>ast ·
· dill any time, any <la}; for less ·
, . than $3.00 with A1&'rAnd
· Wl)o else can promise imme- ·
·diate cred~t for wrong nuril.. J){!r8, the fastest connections,
>Jilid. the latgest worldwide· .
· · · long.distance network.I
. . . . · . ·Nobody but A1&T.
'
For more mformation ·i<on .t\1&T Long Distance .
..J.>tpducts and Services; like
. ;"theA'raf Card, call rsoo
' {525-=7955, Ext. 100. . . . ·.
1:?•.•. · ·· Residence Hall
.. students. AT&T value
.

..

.

'

..

and. qualiry long dis~

. tance service is avail-.
able to you throi.igh .
AT&TAcussm ·

Ser\rice.; For mote
. inforniation on this: •
service' call 1-800~
445-6063.
~Add applicable iaxes and surdiarges,

··~AT .•...

!ilJrtie rl!lht chok:e.

·e~cuse
•.,

.

.

.

me
By David !?tubenrauch .
!_~e _Xliuier Newswire
Way to go, Stan!
· Against the odds,
·against all.predictions, former
Xavier Musketeer, Stan·
·
Kimbrough; broke into the
National Basketball
Association's Detroit.Pistons.
Last week; the 1989
World Champion Pistons
announced that Kimbrough
had made it through the final
cut and would be playing for
the Motor-City "Bad.Boys"
this season. He becomes the ·
·first former Muskie player
since 1984 to make it to the
NBA He joins a group of.
elite members ·including:
Xavier's number-two. all.;.time
leading scorer, Anthony ·
Hicks (1983);XU's all~time
leadingrebounder, Bob
Pelkington (1964);.andXU's ·
. all-time leading shot-blocker;
Dexter Bailey (1984).
·
· ·· · Here is where the
controversy.begins .. How •.
.does Kimbrough really rank
among all the former men of
' .blue:and,.white? .Many '._. . . .
people relieve tha(Byron · · ·
Larkin, Xavier's all~time ·
leading scorer, is the greates,L
basketball player in XU·. ·
·
history, yet he hasn't made an
NBA squad. Sci does this ·
mean Larkin is not as great a
basketball player as we have
made him out to be? I _think
not.
Just as in life, some
· people are better at some
things than others are. Just ..
because one can do math
·. really \Yelldoesn't make
him/her. a good accountant .
The same goes with sports ..
The difference between the
NBA and· the NCAA is ·much .
more than a couple.of letters:
Professional basketball / ·
stresses a need for aplayer : .
with both gre~toffensive and ·
defensive skills ... In college .
. basketball/one can become
successful withjustoneof .·
· these talents. For example,
Larkin.
Great offense,
not-so.·.
I .
. .
.
great defense. . - · · . ·
I still acknowledge.·
Byron Larkin as my all-time
greatest Xavier athlete; ev.en ..
though his post-Muskie
experience has not been
sparkling.·.
, Let me finish with a
little bit of my philosophy on
life. Be the best that you can
be at the position you're in ...
- that's all anyone can ask of
you.

..

...
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.Director of. 'Robo.Cop' researches· for film about Jesus
to by-pass this stereotyped
characterization and to.present
·a more historicallyacurate
Jesus, on·e. who walks, talks,
and acts like any other person
Judging from his first .
·
of his time.·
American film, Ro~Cop, one
To reach these goals ,
wouldn't expect c;iirector Paul·
Verhoeven has enlisted the.
Verhoeven to make a film
help of the Jesus Seminar. The
about Jesus; but it's·triie.
Jesus Seminar is a twice
Verhoeven, who has just
annual gathering of scholars
completed production on.
and theologians in search of
another science fictiori film
the historical Jesus among the
entitled "Total'Recall," is plan. two thousand years of tradition (for more information
ning to direct and co-write a
P oto by Douglas Mc Neill
about the Jesus Seminar see ·
· film about the histo_rical life of
. Paul VerhoeiJen
the front page). [ts members
Jesus.
Although he has never Orange, .
..
_include Xavier's theology,
been baptized intoany formal
Tent?tively entitled
professor Dr. Arthur Dewey
religion, he.has a sfrong intrest. Christ, the Man and to be
and Verhoeven himself who
in Christianity. He is fasci-.
produced by Brooks Films;
received a classical education
nated that after two thousand
Verhoeven is hoping that his . in Greek and· Latin and a
film will stand out from the
years Jestis is still such an
doctoriate in mathematics
influencial figure that he
.many .other films about Jesus.
before deciding to make the
should feel compelled to make He feels that these films h~ve
change over to m()tion pictures
a film abOut him; ·1n actuality
failed in their portrayal of
at the age of tw~nty7six.
· ··
:··..
..
though this project will not be
Jesus because they have '
much of a deviation from his
painted an unre.al picture of a
earlier Danish fihns especially
person who speaks softly and
his historical epics s.uch as .. walkS funny.
Keetje Tippela,I\d.•S~l~J~~,?k:;,, i;:,:;.:,.:~~;. :X;~~.h?:~~.~~.J~ ~~p~~~;-::.r:
By Douglas McNeill
The Xavier Newswire

Arnle's ·out.in.left
fielcl_
of room;

included the La.st Supper,
During their most
Passion, and Crucifixion of
recent meeting on the week- ·
Jesus of which it was agreed·
end of October 19, one of the
main areas of focus was how
that not many people would
have cared enough about to
many times Jesus actually
entered the Temple of Jerusahave stopped and wat~hed.
Rather, it was just an ordinary
lem, when and if he upset the
event of the day. money changers' tables, arid
Having said all this
for what reason.
·
though you probably shouldn't
A concensus was
expect to see this film any time
never really reached on how
soon (if at all considering the
many time Jesus had entered
the Temple. However, Verho- uproar over The Last Tempta. tion of Christ, but then again
even is of the opinion that
we can always count on the
Jesus would have entered the
UC Film Society to show it.).
Temple more than once. It
According to Verhowas agreed, though,· that, if
even, it is still down the road
Jesus had upset the money
three to five years from now;
changer's tables, it was done
but if your still in the mood to
as a symbolic act of Jesus'
see a good film abOut the life of
destruction·of the Temple and
·Jesus you might want to check
throwing off of the Jewish
out Monty Python's Life of
tradition rather than as an act
Brian. Verhoeven considers it .
of purifiqition asit is usually
to be one of the best films
interpreted. ·
.
Other topics adressed abollt the life~-c>fJesus to date.

·. 'i'Airt'nKeY' s~eE!t?"

The Student Activities Council is sponsoring the premier
is plenty
the place is
of"Steel Magnolias" 7:30 tonight in the Theater. Stop by the SAC
big, and the bars are nice and
ByM~ffClop.ton and
office for your free tickets. Y'all come by now, ya hear!,
long. Upstairs thereare two
Ken Hartlage -·
,;What a tangled web we weave!"
bars, so you dqn't have to wait .
The Xavier Newswire
.
The Student Activities Council is hard at work planning
forever for a dnnk. · · . ·• ...
more freebies. A Twister toum~ment will be 3 ~ 5 p.m)
fun
and
· . DciWnstiiirs, the~e are
Amie says "just wing
•· Friday, Down Under.· Keep your afternoon free~ tell everyone.·
it," and ~e's right. At this
_three pooltables, and we
you'll be all tied up!
·
decided to check them out.
"sports" bar on Route 4 in
One of the pool sticks was
Fairfield, "on.top of the great
stone wall," you have to :'wing straight, and each game cost
it," and you had better have
four quarters; .. Butif you're
some money. Lots ofspace . riot Minnesota F<its, you'll ·
Fri,Nov;lO
. and pooltabfos, videogames, . have a fun game and .kill your .
.SACMovieSerfos presRiverfront Coliseum
spare change, The dart boards
dartboards and a darice floor
ents llDo The Right
· presents Torvill and
are sure to be a hit, and it's
on the upper Iev.eI provides
, ·Thing," 2:3Q and 7:30
Dean & the Russian All
plenty of things to do, but
• nice to see·a bar smart enough
. p.m., Univ. Center .
Stars; 621-1110 ..
again, gC> "'.ithloads·()f cash;
to keep tab!es out of the way.
Theater.. ·
, i·.· , 1 < . ·
. There is plenty ofroom, and
Food is in&ierately.priced
plenty ofboa~ds, so if you're
and the average Iriem.i in:.;
info darts, Amie's may be .
S~t, N~v;ll ...·., .
eludes two tokens> steak and · · your.bai:. . . ·. · · ·. · ·
'SJn,Nciv. i2
.'The Ireland National
·• If _winter has already.
ribs. The appetizers are . ,
Bogart's presents Faith
·. Library presents
generic: various-fried vegebegun,,it may be too late.for .
f'ea~ /Sepultura 8
arid
Patricia Donkm;·speaktables, cheese and.wings; and.
the porch, swings outside, but
p.m.,
621-1110.·
ing on Irish children's .:
one of their two desserts is a .
next spring they could pro-·
'· literature, 7:30 '
Hostess rupcake:for $1.00. . ·
vide the setting for a relaxing·
p.m:,Terrace Room ...
Draft})eeris$4.25apitcher.
.· evening: Th~·porc~in-; ·,
and mixed drinks range from
• corparates Amie's main ·· ..
$1.95'for a rum and coke fo<
'theme, lots ofSpace. It's long,
.
.
. Wed, Nov.15
$2;50 for. "top shelf" cocktails. . .and roofed, with plenty of
.Tue, Nov.14
Mori,.Nov.13
Dayton Hara Arena
Happy hour specials <Mon. places tosit; swinging and.
. Bogart's presents
·Nothing isgoi~g on
presents
Jeff Beck and
Fri;, 4~7 p'.m., and Sat., 4~9, ·
non~swingirig>.:.
-· ....
··Seconds Sp;m.',621in Cincinhatitoday.so
Stevie Ray Vaughan, 8
p.mJare riotJncredible;-but .· ·
If yo11're in'.them00d for~
1110.
·
.
.
'
.. watch Monday' Night
p.m., 621-1110.
they do discounfmixeddrinks relaxed atmC>sph_ere, conversa~Football·or study!
and draftbeer. · · ·
··
tion;and·lots of rooin,ArJ\ie's
.
.
is the place.·· Bufifyciu're .. .
If yofr go to Amie's, go for
·looking for entertainment or · .
..
. .. , ... , ,
the atmosphere; There are two good.food it's too long a trip ·
· · , · · · · ·..• ,.·., ... ,,_-, .-.•.• ·•• - .·.-,·.·-·.·. · ~-· .. · .......- · ·· "' .,.. ·.· " ............. •· .-.-.- .. .-. · · · · · · ·, ·,' · '•
floors; and on ea~hfloor there . · fronft'6lvl~rf-~:~'.·:•y"'.·'• ·',:·":·.:·:·~··~ · · · ·.·:'.' '. ·.· ···.: /,';'., '.;:.· ·_-_ ·
.··
·
. . · .·. ·•-· ·.. ·
: ... ·
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Exquisite Fashion lyrics ar$ ·aesi.§11ler copie$
By Molly A. Donnellon
The Xavier Newswire
.
After reading the
lyrics of Exqui?ite Fashion's
self-titled first album, it is
obvious that their musical .
inspirations are Duran Duran,
The Smiths and The Cure.
Their song Mirrors Reflextion is
the explanation of Duran
Duran's video for Lonely in
Your Nightmare. If Exquisite
Fashion hadn't used Duran's

song title in their own song,
maybe it wouldn't have been
so obvious, but they did, and it
was. "She is moving through
the darkness, why can you
never see her eyes," the song
describes, "so lonely in her
nightmare, that she can never
sound her cries."
Granted, The Smiths'
music is a celebration of
depression, but one can only
take so much. Exquisite
Fashion's song Heartbeat of A
Stranger (kind of like Duran's

The Seventh Stranger, but you
didn't hear th?t here) is the
epitome of The Smiths' "thew hole-world-hates-me"

Though their lyrics
are unoriginal, their
sound has potentia'i.
attitude: "The stage is set, th.e
sheets are torn, the room is
black. I'm all alone, there's no
sign of life. In my saddened .

coll.EGE
SllJDENTS
MAJORING IN

•

ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONS

Discover a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

·dark despair.the room is filled
with musty air." They ain't
kiddin'!
,
The same.themes.that
The Cure use are the topics for
most of their songs...: the .
pursuit of, the anguishing over
and the adoration for a female.
Where their musical
talents are concerned; (nave
not one complaint. In fact,
._vocalist Thomas A. Douglass is
quite unique to the current era
of no talent vocalists. Band
m~nager;Terry L. Monday

described the~lfand as playing
"progressive pop with dance
influences." In all honesty,
few progressive listeners could
.sit througl) this album.
Who is to say what
will become of this four-man
band? Though their lyrics are
unoriginal, their sound has
po~ential. And if all else fails,
there's always their looks!

Exquisite Fashion appears
9:30 tonight, DownUnder, for
SAC 's Weilnesday /ump Start.

AIR FORCE ROTC MAY
BE IN YOUR fUl1JRE

EVEN IF IT'S NOT ON
YOUR CAMPUS.

•

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
.
TOLL FREE
1-800-423:.USAF- _ .

·pizza
"ORIGINAL SINCE 1949''

"We .Deliver"

Call 531-4888

There are some colleges
and universities where Air Force
. , ROTC .is not offered ...
· Which doesn't mean it's not available.
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This space contributedas a publicrservice.

~n~4>·1

·FIGHT
CANCER.
EAT

.IOoOOO

··MA~N.IA·C

S

. YOUR .
VEGOABLES.
There's strong evidence your greengrocer
has access to cancer ·
protection you won't find
in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli, peaches,
spinach, tomatoes, citrus
fruits and various other
types of fruits and vege. tables: They may help
reduce the risk of some
forms of cancer.
Write for more information.
·

ACROSS
1 Actors' org.
4 Wanders
· 9 Unit of Siamese
currency
12 Goddess of
·· healing
13 Furnish with
money for
support
14 Equality
15 Take from
17 Room hangings
19 Word of sorrow
21 Japanese
outcast
22 Keeps
25 Begin
29 Article
30 Conspiracies
32 Insignia
33 Possessive
pronoun
35 More certain

37
38
40
42

Compass point
Prophet
Stories
Babylonian
deity
43 Mistake
45 Sowed
4 7 Encountered
49 Sluggish
50 Make ready
54 Contort
57 Vast age
58 Slogan
60 Regret
61 Marry
62 Guide
63 Conducted

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN

1 Stitch
2 Ventilate
3 Massive
4 Sells to
consumer

5 Swi1ctl position
6 Sum up
7 Additional

8 Hits hard: slang
9 Simian

-+-+--I

10 Sailor: colloq.
11 Attempt
16 Strike
18 Strokes
20 Pig's nose
22 Lift.
23 Go In
24 Strip of leather
26 Devoured
27 Hindu queen
28 Walk on
31 Trades for
money
34 Weight of India
36 House seller
39 Frolic
41 Winter
·precipitation
d4 Paper measure:

pl.

..

.

.

T

46
48
50
51
52
53

Spin
Jog
Chui·ch bench
Fish eggs
Goal
French for
1
'summer' 1
55 Petition
_.+--+-~ 56 Spread for
drying
.,._....._...,_~ 59 Symbol for
tellurium

.

FRIDAY, DE.CEMBER 15 ~ 8:00 P~M.

.. ·RIVERFRONT.COLISEUM .
. ·-THEATRE· .. ·.·

Ad. No. 1286-J (2" x 5")
Created as a public service by ·
Ally & Gargano, Inc .
COU.£GE PlftSS SlRVICt

Reserved Tickets: $i 7Advance~ $18 Day of Show·.
.

.·

Available At·The Collseti~ BoxOffice ·
. ·
Arid All Ticketron Locations · . ·.·.

.
.
··. ·. . · .

·a21~~t:~~i~idN;~~~~3~~P~"M·~'.;~'./i'.·'·:;·\::

.......

''IOELL LAUGH AND YOU'LL CRY. .·
:~1 JAeitlimioN:fSsitEER'BimiJANCE• . .
.. Ted Danson has nevef been better and Olympia Dukakis outdoes tier role in 'MoonstrucJ:"

. - I'll Collin5, wWOR·TV

· ·"FILLED WITH IB'E AND JOY, 'DAD' IS AVERY RARE FRM•.
Atowering achieYement for Jack 1.emmon:• -R.. R...S. AT 11IE MOVIF.S .
"APPLAUSE FOR 'DAD? .
It's original, moW!g, witty and tnathful!'

.-o.phnt Daris, WOMAN MAGAZINE

. "JACKIEMMON AND OLYMPIA
DUKAKIS ARE SENSATIONAL
1bese are two of the hm perf'ormances
of the year!'

-Usa Karlin; ABC RADIO

"FUNNYAND
HEART-WARMING,
'DAD' HAS GOT IT ALL

Easily one of the best movies
' .or the year. It's a movie
you won't
forget!'

soon

- Neil Rosrn, WNCN RADIO

JACK LEMMON •TED DANSON.
Sometimes, the greatest man you ever meet ...

,
.
l
..
Ca
'.~.lt· -

.

..

·..

November
Earthbread will enjoy
a Veg-Out Meal at 5
p.m. in the Dorothy
Day House, followed by
Earthbread and Pax Christi
meetings. Everyone welcome.

8

SAC sponsors
Wednesday Jump
Start with "Exquisite
Fashion," from 9:30 -12:30 in
the DownUnder.

8

· N.~¢<l.eltiia?@~f~·. J;

,}i~~!~i~lililil~
· yeat.: · ·

.•.

Cf<···~···:···:·.-·

1:r~J1~v9rtati~fr.f¢4µi#¢4. >

····:X'2~ii~~~f,.~~~~i%
~~~: ii
:·:;>../···)!:?_';; ::)):;?::{:::

0

· ... ·

.

Rite of Christian
Initiation of Adults
(RICA) will meet ~t 7
p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel.
The meeting is open to anyone.
Everywomon sponsors a Potluck Dinner
and Video Party at 7
p.m. For more information
call Laura Foy at 751-5163 or
531-1600.

9

9
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Xavier's Fourth
Annual Leadership
.
. Development Confer. ence will take place from 9
a.m. - 3 p~m. in the University
Center. Take the Stage and
Direct Your•Future.

. ..· .
13

br.owse through
the Psychology Book
Sale, all day long in·
Elet Hall Lobby, sponsored by
Psi Chi.

.
15

The Pe'ace Studies
. Committee sponsors a
... · Fishbowl Discussion of
"The Environmental Impact of
the Fernald Nuclear Plant," at.
3:30 p.m. in Alter 316:

Miscellaneous

c.··ome

.

..· Sign up for "Popular
Dance Classes." For more

information, ccintact Tim Miller
in the Student Activities Office
All announcements for the ·
weekly. Cale.ndar must be
sent fo 'The Xavier Newswire
office in the University
Center by Friday at 12 p.m.
(noon). Please direct mail to.
Maria Lovell, Office
Manager;Be sure to inclu.de
name and phone number.

Introduci@g ·
Courtyard by Martiiott
in the Midwest·•· ·

· A Special Little Hotel at a Very Comfbrtable:Price~ ··. ··

< ·.•

.\'

PUZZLE SOLUTION

.· .· · ·.
N

~fn~~~~~~~~\~t,s~;J~~~i:~!~~~tel"

friendly residential e~vironm~~t--:at .,.· '
rates far more attractive than those of
big, bustling hotels. Courtyard's smaller, more
intimate scale allows you to enjoy extra comforts
and friendly service no typical motor inn can·.·
match_;specitically tailored to the needs of ·
individualtravelers like you, and moderately
priced for extraordinary value. ·
Quality-witha difference
Feelirig 'a1 horne!''a'tiliiyfro'm ho'me isrli;
For instance, you'll be pleasantly surprised
by the amount of space we give you in your
u;hole idea beh'ind Courryardh:Y Marrio11.
beautifully. appointed roorri or suite. You'll be . · ·-•.- · .-.- - - - - - - - able to stretch out on a king-size bed.'. spread your work out'cin an oversized
work desk.'. and relax in a distinctly separate seating area.
And wJ,en you leave your room, v,ou'.11 enjoy
other thoughtful touches ... such as a ·
,....
· comfortable lobby arid lourige that's more like an
. oversized living room. A congenial fi.Jll~service
restaurant;:A swimming pool, whirlpool and
exercise roomfor'guest relaxation. A security
system that lets you rest assured. Plus a . ·
beautifully landscaped cou,rtyard~ perfect fora
refreshing outdoor stroll day ornight.
, ·. .

The Xavier Players
meeting:
Wednesday, Nov. 15~
2:30 in the Regis Room

Off Campus
Housing·

·'~

-·:;

~

·.

isa cotY, i:omforfoble '

. Couriyard's mlauranl
ie11irig for food and drink.

· ..

· .. So for the best $6i".$76\\'eekday
night/$39..~59 weekend night* in
the Mi<IWest, call 1..soQ-321..2211~ ·

Oxford Apts
1005 Dana
Call Randy at
281-8725 or 474-0449

'

--

......... .

DAYTON.
ST. LOUIS

LEXINGTON.
INDIANAPOLIS
·.. _-.. ..
.

. •DETROIT

.

:::_,~,~ . :~>"!·

_-., . . •·,:

.

·.•

.~ .CINCINNATI ·

.•,:-l·.,,·:·~."~r:"·~ ·~·-,,,:1:-...

•Room rates \·ar\' tw'Jncarinn. Suitl' ratt.•s an• hi}.?hL•r. Wci.-kcnd rntL'S appl\' for'l iil-f pc~lpll• \m Fri. t'r ~m. lmk'·
Limih;d availahiliry.
.. •·
·
·
,

Q)

CHICAGO
COLUMBUS

1989 Courryard bv Marrillll

